Testimonials about IBS Study Abroad

I thought the IBS experience was wonderful. The logistics were remarkably well planned and the caliber of people that we met with was most impressive. I walked away from the experience itching to tour more companies the next time I go on vacation.

Jeremy Mauldin, current Distance MBA Student

I’ve just returned on Saturday from the Winter II trip. It was an amazing and informative experience and I highly recommend it to other students! Being chosen to ring the bell to open the Paris NYSE was among many highlights of the trip. I wanted to find out from you what specific requirements you would like me to address in my paper as I begin to piece it together.

Randi Gonzalez, current Graduate Certificate student

For me the trip was awesome, traveling around to these awesome cities Europe is one thing, but to be able to do it with a business person’s attitude while being treated as such was great. The companies were very interesting and while it was for school, I felt like all the work done on the trip was more for my own personal educational benefit, even now a few semesters later I am still using what I learned in class. The leaders were awesome, as was bonding with the other kids. An experience I’ll never forget, and has shaped my future in business undoubtedly.

Luke Stednick, current Undergraduate student

The IBS experience was very worthwhile. Not only do you get to visit other countries you get to learn how multi-national countries work in a globalized economy. I would recommend this class for anyone wanting to learn more about how companies work in this new environment.

Patrick Green, current Distance MBA student (anticipated graduation spring 2012)

IBS was a great opportunity to experience other countries, as well as get a first-hand look at companies operating in different countries. The trip went very smoothly, with IBS taking care of the travel and living arrangements. All I had to do was enjoy the ride and soak it all in. I definitely recommend taking advantage of this program.

Lily Giddings, current Campus MBA student

The IBS tour was not only an opportunity to visit great places; it was also a great learning experience. I learned a lot about doing business in Europe and the challenges around it. Further, since there is representation from several universities, it is a great networking opportunity for all attendees.

Arun Jagannathan, current Campus MBA student (anticipated graduation spring 2013)

IBS was a great option for a degree path that would not allow for a full semester abroad but still be able to get the study abroad experience. I will carry the experiences I received in international business operations and international culture for the rest of my life.

Chris Rosenberger, current undergraduate Engineering student, business minor

The IBS trip was wonderful. It was a terrific opportunity to experience other cultures and to learn more about different European companies. I would highly recommend it to any student looking to enrich their college experience.

Ashley Harris, BS grad 2011, International Business major, Marketing minor